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I. INTRODUCTION

Low density parity check (LDPC) codes designed over
GF(q) (also referred to as GF(q)-LDPC codes) have been
shown to approach Shannon limit performance for q = 2 and
very long code lengths. On the other hand, for moderate code
lengths, the error performance can be improved by increasing
q [1]. However this improvement is achieved at the expense of
increased decoding complexity. Simplified iterative decodings
of GF(q)-LDPC codes have been investigated. For q = 2,
the min-sum (MS) algorithm with proper modification has
been shown to result in negligible performance degradation
(less than 0.1 dB for regular LDPC codes) while performing
additions only, and becoming independent of the channel
conditions. Extension of this approach to any value q seems
highly attractive. In [5], the MS algorithm is extended to any
finite field of order q. Although only additions are performed,
its complexity remains O(q2). As a result, only small values
of q can be considered by this algorithm and for q = 8, a
degradation of 0.5 dB over BP decoding is reported. This
performance gap increases with q. In this paper, we develop a
generalization of the MS algorithm which not only performs
additions without the need of channel estimation, but also with
the two following objectives: (i) a complexity much lower than
O(q2) so that finite fields of large order can be considered;
and (ii) a small performance degradation compared with
BP decoding. The first objective is achieved by introducing
configuration sets, which allow to keep only a small number
of meaningful values at the check node processing. The
second objective is achieved by applying at the variable node
processing the correction techniques of [4] to the proposed
algorithm.

II. EMS: EXTENDED MIN-SUM ALGORITHM IN THE
LOGARITHM DOMAIN

A. Notations

In a GF(q)-LDPC code, the parity check matrix H of size
M ×N defining the kernel of the code CH is a sparse matrix,
such that CH =

{
c ∈ GF (q)N | H.c GF

= 0
}

. As in the binary
case, the rank of H is N −K with K ≥ N −M and the code
rate is R = K/N ≥ 1−M/N . The factor graph representation
of the code consists of a set of variable nodes belonging to

GF(q) fully connected to a set of parity check nodes. The
edges connecting the two sets of nodes carry messages that
represent probability density functions (pdf’s) of the codeword
symbols. Since the codeword symbols are random variables
over GF(q), the messages are discrete pdf’s of size q. When
the Galois field is an extension field of GF(2), that is when
q = 2p, the messages can be conveniently represented by
tensors of size 2 and dimension p [3]. Let us briefly describe
this tensoral structure of the messages. In the Galois field
GF(2p), the elements of the field can be represented by a
polynomial i(x) =

∑p
k=1 ik x

k−1 of degree p− 1 with binary
coefficients. Any set of p binary values {ik}k=1..p thereby
determines a unique field element i(x). In the following, we
use these polynomial notations to indicate when the operations
(sums, products, etc) are performed in a Galois field. Using
this representation, a message on the edge connected to a
variable node denoted i(x) is a tensor {U [i1..ip]}i1..ip indexed
by the binary coefficients of i(x). For example, U [0, 1, 1]
corresponds to the probability p(i(x) = x+ x2|.) in GF(8).

The BP algorithm for non-binary LDPC codes is not a direct
generalization of the binary case because the nonzero values
of the matrix H are different. There is however a way to link
tightly the non-binary case to the binary case by modifying the
factor graph. Let us take the example of a single row (check
sum) with check degree dc. A parity node in a LDPC code
over GF(2p) represents the following parity equation

dc∑

k=1

hk(x)ik(x)=0 (1)

Equation (1) expresses that the variable nodes needed to
perform the BP algorithm on a parity node are not the
codeword symbols alone, but the codeword symbols multiplied
by nonzeros values of the parity matrix H . The corresponding
transformation of the graph is performed by adding variable
nodes corresponding to the multiplication of the codeword
symbols ik(x) by their associated nonzero H-values. The
function node that connects the two variable nodes ik(x) and
hk(x)ik(x) performs a permutation of the message values. The
permutation that is used to update the message corresponds to
the multiplication of the tensor indices by hk(x) from node
ik(x) to node hk(x)ik(x) and to the division of the indices by



hk(x) the other way. Using this transformation of the factor
graph, the parity node update is indeed a convolutional product
of all incoming messages, just as in the binary case.

We use the following notations for the messages in the
graph. Let {Vpv}v=1..dv be the set of messages entering a
variable node of degree dv, and {Uvp}v=1..dv be the output
messages for this variable node. The index ’pv’ indicates that
the message comes from a permutation node to a variable
node, and ’vp’ is for the other direction. We define similarly
the messages {Upc}c=1..dc (resp. {Vcp}c=1..dc ) at the input
(resp. output) of a degree dc check node. In order to simplify
the notations used in the derivation of the equations, we omit
temporal indices to describe the BP algorithm.

In the next section, we propose a reduced complexity
decoding algorithm for LDPC codes over GF(q), based on
a generalization of the MS algorithm used for binary LDPC
codes. It is now well known that reduced complexity decoding
algorithms are built in the logarithm domain (the practical
decoding algorithms for turbo-codes (max-log-map, max∗-log-
map) and LDPC codes (MS, logBP) are all expressed in the
logarithm domain).

The simplified decoding algorithm that we propose also
uses log-density-ratio (LDR) representations of the mes-
sages. In the binary case, only two probabilities define
a message, and the LDR is defined as LDR(u) =
log (prob(u = 0)/prob(u = 1)). In the q-ary case, the message
is actually composed of q − 1 nonzero LDR values. By
convention, we consider the following LDR messages, for any
tensorial message U :

U [i1..ip] = log

(
U [i1..ip]

U [0..0]

)
∀(i1..ip) ∈ {0, 1}p (2)

Therefore, we get U [0..0] = 0.
The EMS algorithm could be applied to any Galois field

order q as long as q is a prime number or a power of a prime
number. We have chosen to keep the tensoral notations used
for GF(2p) fields in order to have coherent notations with [3].
It is straightforward to adapt the notations used in this section
to any field order.

B. Configuration Sets

For ease of presentation, we assume that the incoming
messages of a degree dc check node are labeled {Upc, ∀c ∈
1 . . . dc − 1}, and the output message is denoted Vdcp.
Similarly to the binary case, the goal of any message passing
algorithm is to assign a reliability measure to each and every
entry in the ouput message Vdcp, using the values of the
incoming messages. In the logBP algorithm, this reliability
measure is the local a posteriori probability, but it is hard
to compute efficiently. With a suboptimal EMS algorithm,
we aim at computing a suboptimal reliability measure, with
low computational complexity. Therefore, we try to avoid any
complex operation (products, exponentials, logarithms, etc),
but also we try to compute the output reliability using only a
limited number of incoming values (obviously the largest such
values).

We start by selecting in each incoming message U pc the nm
largest values that we denote u(kc)

pc , kc = 1 . . . nm. We use the
following notation for the associated field elements α(kc)

c (x),
so that we have (according to (2))

u(kc)
pc = log




Prob
(
hc(x)ic(x) = α

(kc)
c (x)

)

Prob (hc(x)ic(x) = 0)




= Upc

[
α(kc)
c1 ..α(kc)

cp

]

With these maximum values, we build the following set of
configurations:

Conf(nm) =

{
αk =

[
α

(k1)
1 (x), . . . , α

(kdc−1)
dc−1 (x)

]T

: ∀k = [k1, . . . , kdc−1]T ∈ {1 . . . nm}dc−1
}

In some cases, such as for large values of dc or nm, the
number of considered configurations in Conf(nm) remains
too large. In order to further reduce the number of chosen
configurations, we consider the following subset of Conf(nm),
for nc ≤ dc−1: Conf(nm, nc) = Conf(nm)(0)∪Conf(nm)(1)∪
. . .∪Conf(nm)(nc) where Conf(nm)(l) is the subset of config-
urations that differ from the order-0 configuration in exactly l
entries. The number of elements in Conf(nm, nc) is reduced to

'
(
dc − 1
nc

)
nm

nc while the cardinality of Conf(nm) was

nm
dc−1. Moreover, Conf(nm, nc) is built from configurations

with large probabilities, which is good for a meaningful
reliability value. To each configuration, we need to assign a
reliability that is straightforward to compute. We have chosen
the following function L(αk) as reliability measure:

L(αk) =
∑

c=1...dc−1

u(kc)
c

Note that this choice is arbitrary, but is based on an analogy
with the binary case. Moreover, this choice of reliability seems
natural since the EMS with parameters (nm, nc) = (q, dc−1)
is similar to the algorithm based on the approximation of
the max∗(.) operator by a max(.) operator presented in [5].
With these notations, we are now able to build a EMS
algorithm from the reliabilities L(αk) of the configurations in
Conf(nm, nc). To this aim, we denote Confidc (x)(nm, nc) the
subset of Conf(nm, nc) defined by the check node constraint:

Confidc (x)(nm, nc) = {αk ∈ Conf(nm, nc)

: hdc(x)idc(x) +

dc−1∑

c=1

α(kc)
c (x) = 0

}

Finally, we remark that for some choices of the parame-
ters (nm, nc), the set Confidc (x)(nm, nc) could be empty. If
Confidc (x)(nm, nc) is empty for some values of idc(x), this
could create a problem of convergence for the EMS algorithm
since each and every entry in the output message has to be
filled by a reliability. This statement has been verified by
simulations. However, this problem is readily overcome by
using the subsets Confidc (x)(q, 1) which are non-empty for
any value of idc(x) ∈ GF (q).



C. EMS Algorithm

Using the notations of the preceding section, the three steps
of the complete EMS algorithm is given thereafter:
(S1)EMS : sum step, variable node update for a degree dv
node:

U tp[i1..ip] = L[i1..ip] +

dv∑

v=1,v 6=t
V pv[i1..ip] (3)

(i1..ip) ∈ {0, 1}p

(S2)EMS : permutation step (from variable to check
nodes):

Upc[i1..ip] = Uvp[j1..jp] (i1..ip) ∈ {0, 1}p (4)

with i(x) = h(x)j(x).The permutation step from check to
variable nodes is performed the same way but with the reverse
permutation.

(S3)EMS : check node update for a degree dc node:
• from the dc − 1 incoming messages Upc, build the sets
Sidc (x) = Confidc (x)(q, 1) ∪ Confidc (x)(nm, nc), then

V dcp[idc1 ..idcp ] = max
αk∈Sidc (x)

{L(αk)} (5)

(idc1 ..idcp ) ∈ {0, 1}p

• post-processing

V cp[i1..ip] = V cp[i1..ip]− V cp[0..0] (6)
(i1..ip) ∈ {0, 1}p c = 1 . . . dc

The post-processing in step (S3)EMS is necessary for nu-
merical reasons, to ensure the non-divergence of the algorithm.
Without this post-processing, the values of the LDR messages
would converge to the highest achievable numerical value in a
few iterations. Subtracting the value of the messages at index
0 has also another meaning since it forces the output of the
check nodes to have the same LDR structure as defined in (2).

D. Computation Complexity

For nm = q and nc = dc − 1, the EMS algorithm
becomes the MS algorithm proposed in [5]. As a result, the
algorithm proposed in [5] has complexity per iteration is
O(Ndvq) at the variable nodes and O(Mdcq

2) at the check
nodes, assuming the recursive updating proposed in [1]. In our
approach, the main differences in complexity are the additional
cost to determine the configuration sets Conf(nm, nc) and
the resulting reduced cost to evaluate the values vcp. The
recursive approach of [1] can still be implemented in con-
junction with configuration sets. For simplicity, we consider all
representations in Conf(nm). Both the forward and backward
recursions start with nm values, and at their first step, evaluate
up to nm

2 intermediary reliability values (in which case no
operations are needed). However, as soon as all q possible
intermediary reliability values have been evaluated, the number

of operations becomes nmq for the remaining steps. As a
result, the complexity of this approach can be evaluated as
O(Mdcnmq). We observe that our approach significantly
reduces the complexity O(Mdcq

2) of the algorithm proposed
in [5]. In fact, for values of nm and nc which allow to
approach the performance of BP decoding (with the enhance-
ments discussed in the next section), these complexities are
of the same order of O(Mdcq log q) which corresponds to the
implementation of BP with FFTs. However only additions are
performed in our simplified approach.

E. Scaled and offset EMS Algorithms

The EMS algorithm is suboptimal and naturally introduces
a performance degradation compared to the BP algorithm.
The main reason (although not necessarily the only reason)
of this degradation is that the reliabilities computed in the
EMS algorithm are over-estimated. For binary LDPC codes,
a simple technique that is used to compensate for this over-
estimation is to reduce the magnitude of the messages at
the data node input by means of a factor or an offset. We
propose to apply these correction techniques to the EMS
algorithm, either using a factor correction (7) or an offset
correction (8). In step (S1)EMS (3), the input messages of
a data node are modified the following ways for a factor
correction (respectively an offset correction):

V pv[i1..ip] = V pv[i1..ip]/αfac (i1..ip) ∈ {0, 1}p (7)

V pv[i1..ip] = max
(
V pv[i1..ip]− αoff , 0

)

if V pv[i1..ip] > 0

V pv[i1..ip] = min
(
V pv[i1..ip] + αoff , 0

)
(8)

if V pv[i1..ip] < 0

Of course, the values of the factor (or offset) have to be
chosen carefully, by optimizing an ad-hoc cost function. In
this paper, we have chosen the values of the correction factor
by minimizing the decoding threshold of the LDPC code,
computed with estimated density evolution. The decoding
threshold δ is defined as the minimum signal to noise ratio
(Eb/N0)dB such that the bit error probability goes to zero as
the number of decoding iterations goes to infinity. In practice,
we choose a maximum of 200 decoding iterations and we stop
the density evolution when the bit error probability is lower
than 10−3. The optimum threshold value δ for the scaled and
offset EMS algorithms with (nm, nc) = (7, 2) and (nm, nc) =
(13, 3) has been represented as a function of q and compared
to that of BP decoding in Figure 1. We observe that for fields
of small order (say q ≤ 32), the corrected EMS algorithms
with (nm, nc) = (7, 2) are sufficient to closely approach
BP decoding and the performance improves as q increases.
For q = 64 and q = 128, the corrected EMS algorithms
with (nm, nc) = (13, 3) are necessary to approach BP, with
a performance still improving as q increases. However, for
q ≥ 256, larger values (nm, nc) are required to approach BP.
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Fig. 1. Threshold value δ = (Eb/N0)dB versus the field order for the
(dv = 2, dc = 4)-LDPC code.

III. FRAME ERROR RATE PERFORMANCE FOR SMALL
CODEWORD LENGTHS

A. Frame error rate performance for small codeword lengths

In this section, we present the simulation results of the
different EMS algorithms for 2 LDPC codes. Motivated by the
asymptotical threshold analysis presented in the last section,
we focus on codes over high order field, that is GF(128) and
GF(256). For those high orders, it has been shown that the
best LDPC codes decoded with BP should be ultra-sparse,
that is, with the minimum data node connection dv = 2. We
have therefore simulated LDPC codes for two different rates
and with dv = 2: a rate R = 1/2 (dv = 2, dc = 4)-LDPC
code and a rate R = 3/4 (dv = 2, dc = 8)-LDPC code.
These two codes have been designed with the PEG method
of [6]. Figures 2 and 3 show the frame error rate (FER) of
the considered codes for a small codeword size corresponding
to a typical ATM frame (53 information bytes). We observe
that for GF(256), with a significant complexity reduction, the
EMS algorithm with (nm, nc) = (13, 3) and offset correction
performs within 0.15 dB of BP decoding. The EMS algorithm
with (nm, nc) = (13, 3) and factor correction performs even
slightly better at low SNR values, but suffers from an error
floor. This behavior with scaling correction factor has also
been observed for irregular binary LDPC codes. The sphere
packing bound (SP59) has also been represented. We observe
that the EMS algorithm with correction performs within 1.0 dB
of the SPB with relatively low complexity. These observations
confirm that medium length non binary LDPC codes over large
finite fields are good codes [1] and our results provide efficient
decoding algorithms for fast VLSI implementations of these
codes. In order to show that our approach is general and also
works for large values of dc (and especially with nc much
smaller than dc), the results for the (2, 8)-LDPC code over
GF(128) are depicted in Figure 3. The EMS still performs

very well compared to BP while nc = 2 or nc = 3 is very
small compared to dc = 8. The same remarks than for the
previous Figure can be made.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between BP and EMS decodings for a regular (2,4)-
LDPC code over GF(256) (R = 1/2, N = 106, Nb = 848 equivalent
bits).
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Fig. 3. Comparison between BP and EMS decodings for a regular (2,8)-
LDPC code over GF(128) (R = 3/4, N = 84, Nb = 588 equivalent bits).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, we have proposed a reduced complexity
algorithm in the log-domain for nonbinary LDPC codes, using
log-density-ratio as messages. The proposed EMS algorithm
is a generalization of the MS algorithm used for binary
codes, and has the advantage of performing additions only,
while using only a limited number nm of messages for the
check node update. The complexity of the EMS algorithm is



O(dcnmq) per check node. For values of nm providing near-
BP error performance, this complexity is roughly the same
as that of the BP-FFT decoder, but without multiplications or
divisions. We have also shown that by correcting the messages
along the decoding process, the EMS algorithm can approach
the performance of the BP-FFT decoder. The correction tech-
niques that we developed are based on an application of a
factor or an offset to the messages at the input of a data
node, and the factor/offset has been optimally chosen with
the help of simulated density evolution. The EMS algorithm
then becomes a good candidate for hardware implementation
of nonbinary LDPC decoders, since its complexity has been
greatly reduced compared to that of other decoding algorithms
for non binary LDPC codes and the performance degradation
is small or negligible.
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